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New Onset LSD Flashback Syndrome Triggered by the Initiation of SSRIs

him stop smoking and went “maniacal,” experiencing 
palpitations, facial flushing, a terrible temper, and visual 
hallucinations of vivid colors, “like a trip.” In summariz-
ing his experiences with psychotropic medications, 
the patient reported that the paroxetine reaction was 
“extreme,” while the other reactions were “severe.” His 
experiences with these psychotropic medications led 
his internist to diagnose bipolar disorder.

DISCUSSION
Interactions of LSD with the Selective Serotonin 
Reuptake Inhibitors
 To the best of our knowledge, this is the first case 
report of a patient who experienced an LSD flashback 
syndrome with selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor 
(SSRI) treatment after a very long 25-year period of 
abstinence from LSD use.
 Although data about the interactions between 
SSRIs and LSD are limited, there are some reports 
describing this phenomenon. Bonson et al, in a study 
of 32 volunteer subjects who were currently using 
LSD and receiving chronic SSRI therapy, found that 
chronic SSRI administration attenuates the subjective 
hallucinogenic effects of LSD (1). Of the 32 subjects in 
this study who received SSRI treatment for at least 3 
weeks, 28 individuals reported decreased responses to 
LSD while on the antidepressant therapy. One month 
after discontinuation of the SSRI, the responses to LSD 
of some subjects returned to normal, suggesting that 
the alterations in neurotransmitter systems caused by 
chronic SSRI treatment mediated the reduced response 
to LSD (1). These investigators and others have sug-
gested that SSRI treatment does not generally have the 
hallucinogenic effects of LSD because SSRIs elevate 
serotonin (5-HT) and thus indirectly act at all subtypes 
of 5-HT receptors, while LSD specifically targets 5HT-2A 
receptors (1,2). 
 Interestingly, one subject in the Bonson et al study 
reported an increased response to LSD when taking 
it concurrently with fluoxetine. In contrast to the other 
subjects, this patient had initiated the SSRI treatment 
much more recently, only 1 week prior to the intensified 
hallucinatory experience. 
 Markel et al describe two patients who experienced 
LSD flashbacks shortly after initiation of treatment with 
SSRIs (3). The two cases involved teenagers who were 
only recently abstinent from LSD, beginning SSRI treat-
ment within 1 year of the last LSD use. These patients 
described long-lasting flashbacks immediately following 
the initiation of SSRI therapy, consisting of visual distur-
bances, vivid colors, and feelings of being disconnected 
from reality. 

Interactions of LSD with the Serotonergic                        
Receptor System
 Since the discovery of the hallucinogenic properties 
of LSD in 1943, investigators have worked to elucidate 
the mechanisms by which the drug exerts its effects. In 
the 1950s, the serotonin (5-HT) hypothesis of the action 
of hallucinogenic drugs suggested that LSD worked as 
a 5-HT antagonist in the central nervous system and 
later suggested that LSD could also mimic the actions 
of 5-HT (2). 
 Research in the 1970s and 1980s expanded upon 
the 5-HT hypothesis, describing various subtypes of 
serotonin receptors. For several hallucinogenic drugs, 
including LSD, there was no correlation between their 
affinity at the 5-HT1A receptors and their hallucinogenic 
activity. There was, however, a high correlation between 
hallucinogenic properties and the affinity of these drugs 
at 5-HT2 receptors (2). 
 The long-term effects of LSD on the central ner-
vous system remain unclear. Nevertheless, there is a 
documented phenomenon of Hallucinogen Persisting 
Perception Disorder (HPPD), in which individuals have 
“flashbacks” years after cessation of LSD use. The 
research regarding HPPD has been limited, due in part 
to varying definitions of the term “flashbacks” (4). One 
proposed etiology of this disorder is that LSD causes 
a destruction of inhibitory interneurons that are seroto-
nergic at the soma and GABAergic at the terminals (5,6). 
This hypothesis is supported by the partial responsive-
ness of HPPD to treatment with GABA agonists such 
as benzodiazepines. Another suggested etiology is 
that hallucinogen exposure may combine with other 
biological co-factors, such as cannabis or alcohol, to 
dysregulate genes linked to visual cue processing (4). 
This hypothesis is supported by data showing that LSD 
alters the genetic expression of neuroreceptors thought 
to be involved in the pathophysiology of psychotic 
disorders such as schizophrenia (4,7). 

Postulated Mechanisms for LSD Flashbacks          
Following Initiation of SSRIs
 There are several   possible explanations for 
these flashback responses to acute SSRI therapy in 
patients who are concomitan  tly abusing LSD. First, 
these individuals’ reports could reflect the somatic,                 
hallucinatory, and sympathomimetic sensations that 
patients sometimes report following initiation of SSRI 
treatment in the absence of LSD. It is possible that 
individuals who use or have used hallucinogenic drugs 
are more sensitive than non-users   to these SSRI side 
effects (1). An alternative   explanation is that initial SSRI 
therapy potentiates the effects of LSD, since acute 
fluoxetine administration has been shown to increase 
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the   LSD-induced  suppression of serotonin raphe 
neuron firing (8). This suppression normally results in a 
disinhibition of target neurons in the visual and limbic 
systems, accounting for the changes in mood and al-
tered visual perception associated with LSD. Increased 
inhibition of raphe firing by co-administration of an 
SSRI with LSD could therefore result in enhanced hal-
lucinogenic effects of LSD due to disinhibition of visual 
and limbic system neurons. Thus, the aforementioned 
individual in the Bonson et al study may have had an 
increased response to LSD during initial fluoxetine 
therapy due to a potentiation based on the similar initial 
effects of both drugs (1). 
 Our patient differs from those described in the 
Bonson et al study in that he had not used LSD in many 
years, whereas the volunteer subjects were using LSD 
while receiving SSRI treatment. Also, in contrast to our 
patient, the two patients in the Markel et al case report 
used LSD only 10 to 11 months prior to the initiation 
of SSRI therapy (3). 
 There are several possible explanations for our 
patient’s reaction to the initiation of SSRI therapy. 
One is that his previous exposure to LSD resulted in 
the destruction of inhibitory serotonergic interneurons. 
Perhaps these interneurons have an inhibitory effect 
on 5HT2 receptors in LSD-naïve patients, blunting 
potential hallucinogenic effects mediated by these 
receptors. In our patient, this inhibition may have been 
absent, so that the sudden increase in 5HT produced 
by initial SSRI therapy would lead to hallucinogenic 
experiences. 
 Another explanation is that our patient’s serotonin 
receptors remained in a state of permanent up-         
regulation following his previous LSD use. As a result, 
an acute surge of synaptic serotonin, as can be seen 
with the initiation of SSRI treatment, would result in a 
highly enhanced sertotonin signal (9), which might lead 
to hallucinogenic effects. 
 Our patient might have been experiencing the com-
monly reported sympathomimetic side effects of initial 
treatment with serotonergic antidepressants and iden-
tified these effects as similar to his past LSD experi-
ences. It has been suggested that flashbacks represent 
increased awareness of normal visual phenomena, or 
normal memory of emotionally distressing experiences 
induced by LSD in the past (4). It is possible that our 
patient was more attuned to unusual visual or somatic 
sensations due to his past experiences with LSD.
 Several factors could affect our formulation of this 
case. First, our patient admitted to having used other 
substances in the past, such as marijuana and alcohol, 
and it is likely that he was using alcohol while receiving 
SSRI therapy. These substances may have contributed 

to his hallucinatory experiences. As mentioned previ-
ously, hallucinogen exposure may combine with canna-
bis or alcohol to dysregulate genes linked to visual cue 
processing, thus leading to flashbacks (4). Additionally, 
both SSRIs and LSD act on a variety of neurotransmit-
ter systems, in addition to the serotonergic system. 
Thus, alterations in other neurotransmitter levels 
may have affected our patient as well. His account of 
his experiences was also retrospective; perhaps his 
memories of the visual and somatic sensations were 
more extreme than the actual experiences themselves. 
As is so often the case, it is likely that a number of 
phenomena were at play simultaneously, resulting in 
an integrated, complicated, and often confusing clinical 
picture.
 With these limitations in mind, one disturbing 
implication of this case is that exposure to LSD, and 
perhaps other hallucinogens that share its pharmacol-
ogy, may permanently alter key neuronal systems that 
produce a vulnerability to flashbacks, even years after 
the cessation of the drug.
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